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THE HOBBIT

SYNOPSIS

Bilbo Baggins, a comfort-loving conventional hobbit is the unlikely hero of this

mythic tale of high adventure. In a powerful struggle between good and evil, Bilbo, the

wizard Gandalf, and thirteen dwarves fight to reclaim the lost treasures and kingdom of

the dwarf Thorin. Through his luck and a variety of experiences, Bilbo learns to deal with

increasingly difficult moral challenges.

Although he would have been content to spend his days in his comfortable bur-

row, Bilbo is persuaded by Gandalf to join his plot to rescue the dwarf treasure from the

evil dragon, Smaug. The dwarves, after frolicking in Bilbo’s home, eating all his food, and

laughing at his expense, reluctantly accept him into their band.

Danger and adventures beset the group. Trolls capture Bilbo and the dwarves

and they are saved only by Gandalf ’s wizardry. At Rivendell, the elf Elrond provides them

with a map to find the Lonely Mountain. They are captured by goblins. Bilbo escapes only

to find himself playing a game of riddles with the loathsome Gollum. But he discovers the

ring which allows him to become invisible.

The dwarves are rescued from the goblins and Wargs by the Eagles of the Misty

Mountains and taken with Bilbo to the home of Beorn, a skin changer. After resting and

receiving good advice, the dwarves and Bilbo resume their quest: this time they go with-

out Gandalf. They leave the path in Mirkwood, despite Beorn’s warning, and are captured

by giant spiders and then by wood-elves. Bilbo rescues the dwarves and hides them in

barrels which are destined for Lake-town.

The Master of Lake-town and the men who live there provide safety and tell

Bilbo and the dwarves that the downfall of Smaug has been prophesied. They leave for

the Lonely Mountain where they find the Side-door and a thrush who helps them open it.

Bilbo, fearful, but with increasing courage, goes alone into Smaug’s lair. Smaug,

in an effort to destroy Lake-town, is himself destroyed. The men of Lake-town and the

elves march on Lonely Mountain to share in the treasure which the dwarves believe

belongs to them. Thorin sends for additional dwarves to help prepare for battle and

denies the men of Lake-town any treasure.

Suddenly the men, elves, and dwarves are attacked by a vast army of goblins

and Wargs. The gory Battle of Five Armies begins. Good defeats evil. Amends are made

between the elves and dwarves, but Thorin has been killed. Bilbo Baggins returns home

having refused most of his share of the spoils, but far richer in character and experience.



PRE-READING ACTIVITIES

1. Preview the book by reading the title and the author’s name and by looking at the
illustration on the cover. What do you already know about the book? Do you think it is
a book of realistic fiction or fantasy? Do you expect the book to be amusing or serious?

2. The world of The Hobbit is inhabited by dwarves, trolls, elves, goblins, dragons, giants,
wargs (wolves), and hobbits. These fantastic creatures are given human characteristics:
they can sing, laugh, tell stories, eat, and drink. They are friendly, impetuous, and
adventurous. Do you know of any people in real life or characters in fiction who share
many of these characteristics?

3. Norse and Old English mythology are the major sources of Tolkien’s inspiration for
The Hobbit. The names of the dwarves in the story come from Norse mythology. The
adventures of the Hobbit parallel those of Beowulf. The young Scandinavian warrior
Beowulf delivers Hrothgar the Dane and his people from the menace of the monster
Grendel; in his old age he fights a victorious but fatal battle against a terrible dragon
to save his people. What other myths or legends do you know where the forces of good
overcome the forces of evil?

4. A quest in a medieval romance is the recounting of an adventurous expedition under-
taken by a knight to gain an object or achieve a goal (e.g., the quest for the holy grail).
As you read The Hobbit, determine how close it comes to its medieval predecessor.

5. Do some research to learn about the history of runes. The classical definition of a rune
is “a secret.” Certain runes represented the names of gods and were used to appeal to
them. As you read The Hobbit, notice how Old English runes are used to evoke an
atmosphere of magic, mystery, and antiquity.

6. Social Studies Connection: Look carefully at the map of Wilderland at the beginning
of the book. Trace the path of the expedition as you read the book.

7. Family ancestry plays an important part in the action of this story. Draw a family tree
and record the lineage in The Hobbit as you read the story. This will help you under-
stand complicated relationships among characters.

8. Cooperative Learning Activity: Work with a small group of classmates to brainstorm
and create a word web showing word associations for “hobbit” and words that sound
like “hobbit.” You may be interested to learn that one definition for the word “hob” is
hobgoblin or elf. As you read the book decide whether your word associations are con-
sistent with the hobbits in the story.

9. Since The Hobbit is not set in a specific historical period or geographical location, the
place and time are left to your own imagination. The settings are forests, rivers, plains,
and mountains which are richly described. Tolkien tells of the shrubs, trees, and flow-
ers growing in each area. As you read, record changes in flora and fauna and prepare
collages or drawings depicting settings and inhabitants you meet in the story.
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THE HOBBIT

CHAPTER I

Vocabulary: Synonyms are words with similar meanings. Draw a line from each word in
column A to its synonym in column B. Then use the words in column A to fill in the blanks
in the sentences below.

A B
a. payment
b. mythical
c. stubbornly
d. parts broken off; small pieces
e. wise
f. showing great pride in oneself and

disdain for others
g. daring
h. careless or stupid mistake

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1. I was accused of being ____________________ when I suggested we go skydiving on my
birthday.

2. It is ____________________ to save part of your allowance each week.

3. Their enemy’s strength was ____________________, causing the smaller army to flee in
retreat.

4. After working overtime every night this week, I expected extra ____________________.

5. No matter how much we coaxed him, my little brother ____________________ refused
to go to bed.

6. The servers at the new restaurant were so ____________________ that no one wanted
to return for another meal.

7. I knew it was a(n) ____________________ to ask my aunt her age when I saw her blush
and hesitate to answer.

8. The scientists could reconstruct an entire dinosaur just by finding ____________________
of its skeleton.

Questions:

1. Why did Gandalf come to the home of Bilbo Baggins?

2. How did the dwarves lose their treasure?

3. What did you learn about Bilbo Baggins’ character when the dwarves entered his home?

4. What awakened “Tookish” feelings inside Bilbo Baggins? What were some of the
Tookish and some of the Baggin elements in Bilbo?

1. prudent

2. blunder

3. legendary

4. haughty

5. audacious

6. fragments

7. obstinately

8. remuneration



Chapter I (cont.)

5. What happened when Mr. Baggins turned the handle and went in?

6. How did Gandalf get Bilbo to agree to join the dwarves?

Questions for Discussion:

1. Would you like to meet a hobbit? Do you think a hobbit would be happy to meet you?

2. Is your own character more like that of the Baggins or the Tooks? Which kind of char-
acter do you seek as a friend?

3. Do you think Bilbo will be able to rise to the challenge presented to him?

Literary Devices:

I. Point of View—Point of view in literature refers to the voice telling the story. It could
be one of the characters or the author as narrator. What is the point of view in this
story?

__________________________________________________________________________________

How would you characterize this voice?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

I. Simile—A simile is a figure of speech in which a comparison between two unlike
objects is stated directly, using the words “like” or “as.” For example:

The poor little hobbit could be seen kneeling on the hearth-rug,
shaking like a jelly that was melting.

What is being compared?

__________________________________________________________________________________

What is the effect of this comparison?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Chapter I (cont.)

Literary Element: Reality vs. Fantasy

Use the chart below to show what seems real and what seems like fantasy in the world of
hobbits. Why do you think there are some aspects of reality in the lives of the hobbits?

Reality Fantasy

Writing Activities:

1. Imagine you are Bilbo Baggins and write a journal entry expressing your conflicting
emotions on the day that the dwarves arrived at your home.

2. Bilbo made several statements which he later regretted. Write about a time when you
made a statement you later regretted.
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CHAPTERS II – IV

Vocabulary: Draw a line from each word on the left to its meaning on the right. Then
use the numbered words to fill in the blanks in the sentences below.

1. palpitate a. rob goods by force, especially in times of war
2. deception b. ritual repetitions of charms or spells
3. shirk c. thought of with respect; prized
4. esteemed d. personal belongings; gear
5. plunder e. shake; quiver
6. gnash f. concealment; distortion
7. incantation g. put off; avoid
8. paraphernalia h. grind; strike together

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1. Knowing I would never ____________________ the responsibility, my friend trusted me
to walk her dog each day she was gone.

2. I felt my heart ____________________ when I realized I didn’t know any of the answers
on the quiz.

3. The clown barely squeezed into the car with all the ____________________ necessary
for his act.

4. A master of ____________________, the magician made it seem as if his subject had
been sawed in half.

5. First the fierce dog began to ____________________ his teeth together, then he
attacked.

6. Cold, hungry, and without shelter, the victims looked at the results of the
____________________ of their town.

7. The generous and caring couple were ____________________ by all who knew them.

8. As she stirred her bubbling brew, the witch uttered ____________________ to cast a
spell upon her enemies.

Questions:

1. Why did Bilbo follow the dwarves’ commands?

2. Why might a hobbit such as Bilbo make an excellent burglar?

3. Why were the captured dwarves in great danger from the trolls?

4. What caused the trolls’ downfall?
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Chapters II – IV (cont.)

5. Why was Bilbo disappointed that Gandalf would not let him visit with the elves?

6. Why did the expedition stay at Elrond’s home for as long as fourteen days?

7. What important clue did Elrond find and what particular knowledge did he use to
find it?

8. Why did the expedition take shelter in the cave?

9. Why were the goblins furious when they saw the sword Thorin had worn?

Questions for Discussion:

1. Did you find the trolls to be a frightening threat, a humorous diversion, or both?

2. Do you think the dwarves and Bilbo will ever return to claim the treasure they plun-
dered from the trolls?

3. What special qualities do you think Gandalf possessed which enabled him to rescue
his friends?

Literary Devices:

I. Personification—Personification refers to a literary device in which the author
endows inanimate objects with human qualities or actions. For example:

Boulders, too, at times came galloping down the mountain-sides,
let loose by midday sun upon the snow. . .

What is being personified?

__________________________________________________________________________________

How does this help you visualize the scene?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Find another example of personification. Provide page number.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Chapters II – IV (cont.)

I. Foreshadowing—Foreshadowing refers to the clues an author provides to suggest
what will happen later in the story. What did the following passage foreshadow?

That, of course, is the dangerous part of caves: you don’t know
how far they go back, sometimes, or where a passage may lead
to, or what is waiting for you inside.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Art Connection:

Tolkien never described the appearance of the goblins. Use your imagination to draw a
goblin. Compare our imagined goblins with those of your classmates.

Writing Activity:

Use the device of personification to enhance a written description of a scene that is
familiar to you.
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Chapters II – IV (cont.)

Literary Element: Characterization

Use the diagram below to compare the characteristics of hobbits, dwarves, trolls, elves,
and goblins. Record the characteristics they have in common in the center circle.
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CHAPTERS V – VII

Vocabulary: Draw a line from each word on the left to its definition on the right. Then
use the numbered words to fill in the blanks in the sentences below.

1. subterranean a. belonging to the past; not modern
2. antique b. causing dismay or horror
3. appalling c. undergoing mental or emotional strain
4. stark d. area overgrown with ferns and shrubs
5. trestle e. harsh; grim; desolate
6. bracken f. underground
7. morsel g. small bite or portion, as of food
8. tense h. bridge made of horizontal bars resting on A-frames

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1. We felt the ____________________ sway beneath our feet as we walked across during
the storm.

2. Everyone huddled in the ____________________ tunnels, hoping to protect themselves
from the approaching tornado.

3. Even though I was well prepared, I became ____________________ as the moment of
the gymnastics competition drew near.

4. There wasn’t a tree or a flower to brighten the appearance of the ____________________
landscape.

5. I prefer the charm and coziness of ____________________ furniture to the efficiency of
new objects.

6. My dog is so small, it survives on only a(n) ____________________ of food each day.

7. The ____________________ hid the long-unused road to our cabin in the woods.

8. No one could forget the ____________________ scene of overturned cars and wounded
passengers at the site of the accident.

Questions:

1. In what condition did Bilbo find himself when he regained consciousness?

2. Why did Bilbo play a riddle game with Gollum?

3. What did Bilbo learn about the ring from Gollum’s mutterings?

4. How did Bilbo escape from the dark place?

5. Why did Gandalf have a strong allegiance toward Bilbo?
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Chapters V – VII (cont.)

6. Why didn’t Bilbo tell the dwarves about the magic ring?

7. Why did the wolves flee from the area where the dwarves were hiding?

8. How did Bilbo and the dwarves escape the fire in the trees?

9. What caused Gandalf to decide that it was time to leave the quest?

0. Why was Beorn called a “skin changer”?

1. Why was Beorn willing to help Gandalf and the others?

Questions for Discussion:

1. Which magical creature that you have come upon in the story so far is the scariest?
Which is the most likeable?

2. Why do you think the author found it necessary to have Gandalf leave the expedition?

3. What do you think Bilbo had achieved through his trait of cleverness?

4. Do you think that Bilbo and the dwarves will accomplish their goal without Gandalf
to help?

Literary Element: Characterization

Use a chart, such as the one below, to provide examples of the growth in wisdom, courage,
and initiative shown by the dwarves and by Bilbo.

Dwarves Bilbo

wisdom

courage

initiative

Writing Activities:

1. Reread the first two pages of Chapter VII. Using this descriptive passage as a model,
write your own descriptive passage in which you imagine you are flying over and
landing in your neighborhood.

2. Write about a goal or a destination that you wish to reach. Enumerate the skills
which allow you to achieve this. Explain whether you think you can reach this goal
and how its achievement might change your life.
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CHAPTERS VIII – X

Vocabulary: Use the context to figure out the meaning of the underlined word in each of
the following sentences. Compare your definitions with dictionary definitions.

• As Bilbo’s sharp inquisitive eyes became used to the dark, he could see the dwarves
hiding behind the trees.

• Bombur continued to sleep with a smile on his face, no longer caring for all the problems
that vexed them.

• The portcullis was often open, allowing a lot of traffic to go in and out near the water-
gate.

• The wine was so potent it made the wood-elf drowsy.

• An ominous nod in the direction of the mountain signaled to us that there was a dan-
gerous dragon lurking there.

• The Master, looking forward to peace in the land, wished for no enmity between himself
and the more powerful Elvenking.

Word Your Definition Dictionary Definition

1. inquisitive

2. vexed

3. portcullis

4. potent

5. ominous

6. enmity

Questions:

1. Why did the Hobbit and dwarves neglect to follow the advice given by Beorn and
Gandalf?

2. What role did luck play in the rescue of the dwarves?

3. What experiences in the forest caused Bilbo to have an improved self-concept?

4. What misunderstanding caused the dwarves to be imprisoned?

5. Why didn’t Thorin want the Elvenking to know about his quest?

6. What was Bilbo’s first job a a burglar?

7. Describe Bilbo’s plan for escape. When did luck help?
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Chapters VIII – X (cont.)

8. What news did Gandalf receive that made him decide to rejoin Bilbo?

9. What were the attitudes of the inhabitants of Lake-town toward Thorin’s mission?
How did their attitudes compare with those of their Master and of the Elvenking?

0. Why did the Master help Thorin and his group? How did he help them?

Questions for Discussion:

1. What special qualities do you think Bilbo and Thorin possessed that caused them
to emerge as leaders of the group?

2. In Chapter Eight, Tolkien wrote, “. . . if Bilbo had had the sense to see it. . .”
What do you think Tolkien meant by this statement?

3. Who do you think had a more realistic attitude toward the mission—Bilbo or the
dwarves?

Literary Element: Characterization

Bilbo had many skills which emerged during his experiences in the forest. Use the chart
below to describe some of them and tell how they helped him.

Bilbo’s Skill How It Helped

Writing Activity:

Imagine you are Bilbo Baggins. Choose one of your adventures and write a journal entry
describing your thoughts and feelings immediately after the adventure ended.
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CHAPTERS XI – XIII

Vocabulary: Analogies are equations in which the first pair of words has the same
relationship as the second pair of words. For example: COMEDY is to TRAGEDY as
COMMENCE is to CONCLUDE. Both pairs of words are opposites. Choose the best
word from the Word Box to complete each of the analogies below.

WORD BOX
coward lair pallid waning
crannies marauding perilous

1. INCREASING is to DECREASING as WAXING is to ___________________.

2. BEAR is to DEN as COUGAR is to ___________________.

3. CAREFUL is to CAUTIOUS as DANGEROUS is to ___________________.

4. HEALING is to DOCTORS as ___________________ is to BANDITS.

5. FORESTS is to WOODS as ___________________ is to CREVICES.

6. VIBRANT is to ___________________ as BRAVE is to COWARDLY.

7. CRINGED is to ___________________ as NAPPED is to DOZED.

Questions:

1. What happened to permit Thorin to fit the key into the hole? What rune and moon
letters letters prophesied this?

2. How did the dwarves let Bilbo down? How did Bilbo differ from the dwarves?

3. What was meant by “the desire of dwarves”?

4. What was the one useful thing that Bilbo learned as a result of his second encounter
with the dragon?

5. Why did Bilbo take the Arkenstone? What were his feelings when he took it?

6. Why did the dwarves take so much treasure from the dragon’s lair?

7. Why did the dwarves and Bilbo leave the palace? How did Balin and Thorin know
how to escape?
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Chapters XI – XIII (cont.)

Questions for Discussion:

1. What enabled Bilbo to become so brave?

2. What is true courage?

3. What was the real battle Bilbo fought in the tunnel?

Writing Activity:

Bilbo calls himself by many names. Use the chart below to describe the adventure that
led to each name. The first one has been done for you.

Bilbo’s Name Adventure

Clue-finder discovery of the knocking thrush at the tunnel-gate

Web-cutter

Stinging fly

Chosen for the
lucky number

Buries his friends alive

No bag went over me

Friend of bears

Guest of eagles

Ringwinner

Barrel-rider

Now write about an adventure you might have. Choose an appropriate name for yourself.



CHAPTERS XIV – XVI

Vocabulary: Use the words in the Word Box and the clues below to solve the crossword
puzzle.

WORD BOX
amends coveted eminent laden
bade decrepit foiled prophecies
benefactor dreary foreboding

Across
2. one who gives financial

or other aid

5. predictions; revelations

8. foretelling; giving warning

0. past tense of bid

1. reparations or payments
made as satisfaction for
insult or injury

Down

1. weakened by old age,
illness or hard use

3. towering above others;
outstanding

4. prevented from being
successful

6. weighed down with a load

7. wished for excessively

9. gloomy
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Chapters XIV – XVI (cont.)

Questions:

1. What did the burglar’s title “Barrel-rider” indicate to Smaug?

2. Bard showed his skill and intelligence by instructing the villagers to cut the bridges
and by slaying the dragon. What part did his lineage play in his success?

3. Why did the Master reveal that “I am the last man . . .” Of whom is he speaking?
Why did he make this statement at this particular time?

4. What were the differences between the Master and Bard? What leadership qualities
did each have? Who killed Smaug?

5. Why did the Elvenking decide to leave home and travel to Esgarath?

6. Why was Bilbo willing to end his quest with the killing of Smaug, while Thorin was
not?

7. What did Bombur mean when he said that Thorin was a dwarf with a stiff neck?

Questions for Discussion:

1. What do you think of the advice given to Thorin by Roac, son of Carc? Would you
have followed the advice? Reviewing all that has happened so far, evaluate Bard’s
position. Do you agree with his requests? How does his approach to Thorin compare
with Thorin’s responses? What qualities of leadership did both display?

2. In handing over the Arkenstone to Bard, Bilbo exhibited the most noble kind of heroism.
Discuss Bilbo’s character. What character traits permitted this act of nobility?

Writing Activity:

Think about some real people you know or have read about who are leaders. What quali-
ties of leadership do they display? Choose one person and write a character sketch about
that person in which you describe leadership qualities as well as other characteristics.
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CHAPTERS XVII – XIX

Vocabulary: Choose the best word from the Word Box to complete each of the analogies
below.

WORD BOX
alter content ponder
casket onslaught wrath

1. BRAID is to PLAIT as CHANGE is to ______________________.

2. TRUMPET is to BRASS as ______________________ is to WOOD.

3. ANGER is to ______________________ as CONFUSION is to BEWILDERMENT.

4. DECEIT is to HONESTY as CONCLUDE is to ______________________.

5. SURRENDER is to ______________________ as GATHER is to DISPERSE.

6. ______________________ is to ECSTATIC as SAD is to DEPRESSED.

Questions:

1. What did Thorin promise Bard in exchange for the Arkenstone?

2. Why did Dain’s army attack first?

3. Why did the Elvenking set aside his anger at Thorin and decide that he would not
begin a war for gold?

4. Why did Dain agree to join with Bard and the Elvenking when Gandalf said it was
time for council?

5. What was the Goblins’ behavior toward their own during the onslaught?

6. Why did Bilbo stand on Ravenhill with the elves at the end of the battle?

7. In what spirit did Dain give his gifts? How did this differ from Thorin’s promises?

8. What did the elf poem reveal about the hobbit’s feelings?

9. What happened to Bilbo’s reputation as a result of his adventures?

0. Why didn’t Bilbo Baggins visit with his friends in the North?
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Chapters XVII – XIX (cont.)

Questions for Discussion:

1. Do you think Thorin’s quest was fulfilled? Why do you think his death was necessary?
Do you think he deserved the reader’s admiration?

2. Do you agree with Bilbo’s thought that “he made a great mess of that business with
the stone”?

Writing Activity:

A quest is a search made to secure an object or achieve a goal. In the Middle Ages an
adventure undertaken by a knight or knights was called a “Quest.” In what ways may
Bilbo’s adventures be seen as a “Quest” story? Write a short essay describing Bilbo’s quest
and tell how he matured during the course of his quest.
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CLOZE ACTIVITY

The following passage is taken from Chapter One of the book. Read it through completely
and then go back and fill in the blank spaces with words that make sense. Then you may
compare your language with that of the author.

By some curious chance one morning long ago in the quiet of the world, when
there was less noise and more green, and the hobbits were still numerous and prosperous,
and Bilbo Baggins was standing at his door after breakfast smoking an enormous long
wooden pipe that reached nearly down to his woolly toes (neatly brushed)—Gandalf came
by. Gandalf ! If you had ___________________1 only a quarter of what I have
___________________2 about him, and I have only heard ___________________3 little of all
there is to hear, ___________________4 would be prepared for any sort of ___________________5

tale. Tales and adventures sprouted up all ___________________6 the place wherever
he went, in the ___________________7 extraordinary fashion. He had not been down
___________________8 way under The Hill for ages and ages, ___________________9 since
his friend the Old Took died, in ___________________,10 and the hobbits had almost forgot-
ten what ___________________11 looked like. He had been away ___________________12 The
Hill and across The Water on businesses of ___________________13 own since they were all
small hobbit-boys ___________________14 hobbit-girls.

All that the unsuspecting Bilbo saw ___________________15 morning was an old
man with a ___________________.16 He had a tall pointed blue hat, ___________________17

long grey cloak, a silver scarf over ___________________18 his long white beard hung down
below his ___________________,19 and immense black boots.

“Good morning!” said ___________________,20 and he meant it. The sun was
___________________,21 and the grass was very green. But Gandalf ___________________22

at him from under long bushy ___________________23 that stuck out further than the brim
___________________24 his shady hat.

“What do you mean?” ___________________25 said. “Do you wish me a good
___________________,26 or mean that it is a good ___________________27 whether I want it
or not; or ___________________28 you feel good this morning; or ___________________29 it is
a morning to be good ___________________?”30

“All of them at once,” said Bilbo. “___________________31 a very fine morning for
a pipe ___________________32 tobacco out of doors, into the bargain. ___________________33

you have a pipe about you, sit ___________________34 and have a fill of mine! There’s
___________________35 hurry, we have all the day before ___________________!”36 Then
Bilbo sat down on a seat by his door, crossed his legs, and blew out a beautiful grey ring
of smoke that sailed up into the air without breaking and floated away over The Hill.
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POST-READING ACTIVITIES

1. Return to the family tree that you began in the Pre-Reading Activities on page two of
this study guide. Make any additions and corrections that seem appropriate now that
you have finished the book. Compare your family tree with those of your classmates.

2. Cooperative Learning Activity: Work with a small group of your classmates to
make a list of the creatures who came to the aid of Bilbo and the dwarves in their
quest. Indicated how each group helped Bilbo and why they helped.

3. Gandalf says to Bilbo and the dwarves as he leaves them at the edge of Mirkwood,
“We may meet again before it is all over, and then again of course we may not. That
depends on your luck and on your courage and sense . . . .” Do you think that luck or
determination played a greater part in Bilbo’s adventures? Cite specific examples of
each and show their importance.

4. At the beginning of the tale, Tolkien remarks that, “He [Bilbo] may have lost the
neighbors’ respect, but he gained—well, you will see whether he gained anything in
the end.” Do you think he gained anything? If so, tell what he gained.

5. Art Connection: Choose one of the settings of the book such as Bilbo’s home,
Lake-town, Misty Mountain, or another one of your choice. Make a model, draw a
mural, paint a picture, or create a diorama of the setting you choose.

6. Bilbo feels that the war is fought over old wounds—old feelings that are no longer
valid. Why did the men and the dwarves and the elves want to fight? What differ-
ences existed between Bilbo’s ideas and the ideas of the others? Was this war worth
fighting? Do you think one conflict was more evil than another?

7. Tolkien has used the problem of evil as the central theme of this book. The plot and
the interaction of characters was aimed at the destruction of evil. What traits did
Tolkien define as “evil”? What traits did he define as “good”? Do you agree?

8. Plan to view the video version of The Hobbit. Before you see the film, work with a
partner to predict whether any scenes will be added, changed, or omitted. After you
view the film, discuss why you think the changes or omissions were made. Did you
prefer the book or the film?
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Post-Reading Activities (cont.)

9. Literature Circle: Have a literature circle discussion in which you tell your person-
al reactions to The Hobbit. Here are some questions and sentence starters to help
your literature circle begin a discussion.

• In what ways is the world of The Hobbit like the real world?

• Would you like to know Bilbo Baggins? Do you think he would like to know you?

• Which character did you like the most? The least?

• Who else would like to read this fantasy? Why?

• What questions would you like to ask the author?

• It was not fair when . . .

• I would have liked to see . . .

• I didn’t understand . . .

• I wonder . . .

0. Fluency—Choral Reading: Work with a small group to read aloud any of the
poems in the book. After you have selected the poem, determine which lines should be
read as a chorus in unison and which lines should be read by one voice alone. Should
that voice be male or female, soft or loud, high-pitched or low? Discuss whether the
poem should be read slowly or quickly. Practice reading the poem together with your
group before presenting it to the rest of the class.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

* Babbit, Natalie. The Search for Delicious. Farrar, Straus & Giroux.
* _______________. Tuck Everlasting. Farrar, Straus & Giroux.

Baum, Frank L. The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. New American Library.
* Brittain, Bill. The Wish Giver. HarperCollins.
* Carroll, Lewis. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Scholastic.
* Grahame, Kenneth. Wind in the Willows. Random House.

Hamilton, Edith. Mythology. Franklin Watts.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett, ed. Elves, Fairies and Gnomes. Random House.

* L’Engle, Madeleine. A Wrinkle in Time. Random House.
* Lewis, C.S. The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. HarperCollins.
* Norton, Mary. The Borrowers. Harcourt.
* O’Brien, Robert. Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH. Simon & Schuster.

Rebsamen, Frederick (translator). Beowulf. HarperCollins.
* Rowling, J.K. Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone. Scholastic.
* Steinbeck, John. The Pearl. Penguin.

Swift, Jonathan. Gulliver’s Travels. Penguin.

Bibliography for Teachers
Bettelheim, Bruno, The Uses of Enchantment. Random House.
Kocher, Paul H. Master of Middle-Earth. Houghton Mifflin.
Noel, Ruth S. The Mythology of Middle Earth. Houghton Mifflin.
Roos, Richard. “Middle Earth in the Classroom: Studying J.R.R. Tolkien,” English

Journal, November 1969. v 58 #8, p. 1175–1180.
Stott, Jon C. “A Structuralist Approach to Teaching Novels in the Elementary Grades,”

The Reading Teacher, November 1982, p. 136–143.

Some Other Books by J.R.R. Tolkien
The Adventures of Tom Bombadil, and Other Verses from the Red Book. Houghton

Mifflin.
The Annotated Hobbit. Houghton Mifflin.
Bilbo’s Last Song. Houghton Mifflin.
The Book of Lost Tales. Houghton Mifflin.
Farmer Giles of Ham. Houghton Mifflin.
The Lord of the Rings. Houghton Mifflin.
The Shaping of Middle Earth. Houghton Mifflin.

* NOVEL-TIES Study Guides are available for these titles.
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ANSWER KEY

Chapter I
Vocabulary: 1. e 2. h 3. b 4. f 5. g 6. d 7. c 8. a; 1. audacious 2. prudent 3. legendary

4. remuneration 5. obstinately 6. haughty 7. blunder 8. fragments
Questions: 1. Gandalf came to enlist Bilbo Baggins’ aid in reclaiming the dwarves’ lost treasure from the

dragons. He wished to hire Bilbo as Burglar on an expedition to the Lonely Mountain. 2. The
wealth and collections of valuables that the dwarves in Dale amassed became known to humans
and dragons. A particularly greedy dragon, called Smaug, conquered the dwarves and stole the
treasure. 3. When the dwarves entered his home, it was clear that Bilbo Baggins was concerned
with respectable politeness and a code of hospitality, didn’t respond well to surprises, and was a
little selfish. 4. The music of the dwarves aroused impetuous feelings of adventurousness in Bilbo
that he inherited from his mother’s family. The Tooks, whose family tree was whispered to have
included a fairy, were inclined to magic, daring, and excitement, while the Baggins family was
more conventional, preferring the quiet pleasures of a comfortable hole. 5. When Bilbo went in,
he became angered by Gloin’s insulting words: he resolved to show the dwarves that he was fear-
less and strong. 6. Gandalf used flattery and the intriguing revelation of secrets to confirm Bilbo’s
wavering resolve to join the dwarves.

Chapters II – IV
Vocabulary: 1. e 2. f 3. g 4. c 5. a 6. h 7. b 8. d; 1. shirk 2. palpitate 3. paraphernalia 4. deception

5. gnash 6. plunder 7. esteemed 8. incantations
Questions: 1. Bilbo followed the dwarves’ commands because he was not prepared to argue and was flab-

bergasted by sharp responses from Gandalf. 2. A Hobbit, such as Bilbo, might make an excellent
burglar because he could move absolutely quietly in the woods. 3. The dwarves were in great dan-
ger because they might be eaten by the trolls who captured them. 4. Gandalf took advantage of
the trolls’ argumentativeness by imitating their voices and thus extended their bickering until
dawn when they turned to stone. 5. Bilbo wanted to stay and visit with the elves because he
enjoyed their good spirits, their songs, and their gossip. 6. The expedition enjoyed Elrond’s
hospitality for fourteen days as they heard his tales, which imparted their history, had their
clothing mended, rested their bodies, ate good food, and prepared for the continuing journey.
7. Through his knowledge of runes and moon letters, Elrond was able to decipher the origins of
the two swords retrieved from the trolls and the directions for access to the secret door to the
mountain. 8. The expedition took shelter in a cave as they sought protection from a storm. 9. The
goblins were furious when they saw the sword Thorin had worn because they knew it had once
been used in a battle in which many goblins had been killed.

Chapters V – VII
Vocabulary: 1. f 2. a 3. b 4. e 5. h 6. d 7. g 8. c; 1. trestle 2. subterranean 3. tense 4. stark

5. antique 6. morsel 7. bracken 8. appalling
Questions: 1. When he regained consciousness, Bilbo found himself in a place of intense darkness, suffering

from hunger and a headache due to his head injury. 2. Bilbo played a riddle game with Gollum
to prevent himself from being eaten by Gollum the strange, lone creature in the depths. Also, if
Bilbo asked a riddle that Gollum could not answer, he would be allowed to escape. 3. Bilbo learned
that the ring was ancient and could magically render its wearer invisible. 4. Bilbo was able to
escape because the ring made him invisible to Gollum, who inadvertently led him toward the
door, and then invisible to Trolls, who would not pursue him out into the light. 5. Gandalf had a
strong allegiance toward Bilbo because he felt responsible for getting him involved in the adven-
ture. 6. Not telling the dwarves about the magic ring advanced Bilbo’s reputation for cleverness,
as the dwarves assumed he was visible and had managed to slip by Balin. Now the ring became
a secret tool of his own, whose future use would be considerable, if not yet known. 7. The wolves
fled because Gandalf tossed burning pinecones at them, sticking to their fur and causing it to
combust. In fear and terror, the wolves fled. 8. Bilbo and the dwarves escaped the flaming trees
by eagles summoned by Gandalf. 9. Gandalf decided it was time to leave the quest because he
had only intended to accompany the party over the mountains; the dwarves’ adventure was not
his, and he had other pressing concerns. 10. Beorn was called a “skin-changer” because he could
become a man or a bear at will. 11. Beorn was willing to help Gandalf and the others because he
was impressed by Gandalf ’s intriguing story; then when he had verified it, he admired Gandalf ’s
prowess in killing the Great Goblin and decimating the Wargs and escaping.
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Chapters VIII – X
Vocabulary: 1. inquisitive–curious 2. vexed–bothered; annoyed 3. portcullis–strong iron grating used as

gateway to a fortified place 4. potent–powerful; strong 5. ominous–threatening evil or harm
6. enmity–hostility; bad feelings

Questions: 1. The Hobbit and the dwarves decided not to hunt, since it would be fruitless, and they also did
not want to leave the path. 2. It was lucky that Bilbo realized he was being tied up in time to
fight back; that he guessed where to find the captured dwarves; that he could slash through the
spiders’ hasty trap; and that a spider-rope was left hanging for him to reach the high branch
where the dwarves were tied. 3. Killing the great spider with his sword—without any help from
anyone—gave Bilbo a sense of confidence and strength. It was a moment of independent achieve-
ment in which he recognized his new mental and physical powers. 4. The Elvenking, presuming
the dwarves were trying to capture his treasure, imprisoned them. 5. Thorin didn’t want the
Elvenking to know about his quest because he did not want to share the treasure. 6. Bilbo first
burgled for food to support himself in the Elvenking’s palace. 7. Bilbo’s plan was to slip the
dwarves out in barrels on a stream that passed under the cellar of the palace. Luck helped the
scheme when the guards drank strong wine and fell asleep. 8. Gandalf decided to rejoin Bilbo
when he learned that the road the dwarves and Bilbo had taken on Beorn’s advice was no longer
a safe route through Mirkwood. 9. The Lake-town men were excited by Thorin’s mission, which
had been foretold in their folktales and songs. Their business-like Master, more concerned about
his relations with the Elvenking than the prophecies of old songs, disbelieved Thorin’s claim of
descent from Thor, King of the Mountain. 10. When the people of Lake-town clamored for the
dwarves and their quest, the Master arranged for them to be fed and clothed and provided a
house and boats for their use.

Chapters XI – XIII
Vocabulary: 1. waning 2. lair 3. perilous 4. marauding 5. crannies 6. pallid 7. cowered
Questions: 1. Elrond read the moon letters on Thorin’s map which prophesied that if the dwarves “stand by

the grey stone when the thrush knocks,” the setting sun would shine on the key-hole on Durin’s
day when the last moon of Autumn and the sun were in the sky together. 2. After the scrapes
Bilbo had gotten them out of, he expected the dwarves might explore the cave with him, but he
was disappointed when none volunteered to enter the dark tunnel with him. Compared to the
hobbit’s emotional involvement in the quest and his streak of adventurousness, the dwarves were
strict in their calculation of services and rewards. 3. When he saw the dragon-hoard of Smaug,
Bilbo desired the treasure in the way the dwarves had for generations. 4. In his second encounter
with the dragon, Bilbo learned about the vulnerable bare spot in Smaug’s impenetrable gem-like
skin—a hollow in the left breast. 5. Bilbo could not resist taking the Arkenstone; he was enchant-
ed by its magical light. He was excited and proud of himself, but a little apprehensive about the
dwarves’ reactions. 6. The dwarves’ ancestral treasure “rekindled all the fire of their dwarvish
hearts” and emboldened them. Their marvelous armor would help to protect them, too. 7. The
dwarves and Bilbo left the palace to escape the returning Smaug. Thorin and Balin knew the
palace well since they had lived in it long ago before the dragon’s arrival.

Chapters XIV – XVI
Vocabulary: Across—2. benefactor 5. prophecies 8. foreboding 10. bade 11. amends; Down—1. decrepit

3. eminent 4. foiled 6. laden 7. coveted 9. dreary
Questions: 1. The title “Barrel-rider” indicated to Smaug that Bilbo came from the river and received aid

from the men of Lake-town. 2. Bard was able to slay the dragon because he had the ability to
understand the thrush’s message from the mountain and because he possessed a great black
arrow. Both came down to him as a descendent of Girion, herd of Dale. 3. The Master was speak-
ing of Thorin’s company. His statement was brilliantly calculated to distract the people’s atten-
tion from his cowardly retreat and Bard’s heroism and to turn them to thoughts of treasure and
revenge. 4. The Master was a shrewd politician, an astute businessman, and an able adminis-
trator. Bard had inherited wisdom, courage, and sureness of purpose. All of Bard’s qualities con-
tributed to his killing of Smaug. 5. With news of the death of Smaug, the Elvenking anticipated
a great war and also dreamed of the unguarded wealth in the Mountain. 6. Thorin’s dwarvish
desire for gold made him obstinate against the claims of Bard and the Lakemen, but Bilbo’s long-
suppressed love of warmth, comfort, and solid meals had finally been released after Smaug’s
death. 7. Bombur meant that Thorin was proud and stubborn.
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Chapters XVII – XIX
Vocabulary: 1. alter 2. casket 3. wrath 4. ponder 5. onslaught 6. content
Questions: 1. Thorin promised Bard a fourteenth share of the treasure in exchange for the Arkenstone.

2. Dain’s army attacked first because Bard was persuaded to hesitate by the cautious
Elvenking. 3. The Elvenking decided not to begin a war for gold because he hoped for some
peaceful reconciliation. 4. Dain put aside the quarrel with the elves and men to fight the
Goblins, a common enemy of fearful power. 5. In their haste the Goblins paid no attention to
those who fell from the sharp cliffs. 6. Bilbo stood on Ravenhill with the elves at the end of
the battle because there was more chance of escape from that point, and he preferred the
elves to the dwarves. 7. Dain’s generosity contrasted with the strictness of Thorin’s contrac-
tual agreement to divide the treasure. 8. The Elves’ song accurately reflected Bilbo’s longing
for his comfortable and familiar hearth and his weariness with travel and hardship.
9. Bilbo’s respectability among the hobbits was ruined by his long adventures. 10. Bilbo did
not visit his friends in the North because he was content to remain home and receive visitors
after his long adventures.
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sTudy Guides for Primary PicTure Books

Abby ..........................................L0813
Alexander, and the Terrible, Horrible,  
      No Good, Very Bad Day ......L0043
Alexander Who Used to Be  
 Rich Last Sunday ................L2045
Amelia Bedelia ..........................L0206
Anansi the Spider ......................L0897
Anna Banana and Me ................L0266 
Arthur’s Baby ............................L1047
A Big Fat Enormous Lie ............L0795
Blueberries for Sal  ...................L0331
Bringing/Rain to Kapiti Plain .....L2666
Caps For Sale ............................L0336
A Chair For My Mother .............L1370

Clifford the Big Red Dog ...........L0685
Clifford the Small Red Puppy ....L0342
Cloudy with a Chance  
 of Meatballs .........................L3135
Corduroy ...................................L0344
Crictor .......................................L1198
Curious George .........................L0345
Dandelion ..................................L1226
Franklin Fibs ..............................L2398
Gilberto and the Wind ...............L1668
Goodnight Moon .......................L0687 
Gregory the Terrible Eater .........L0704 
Harry the Dirty Dog ...................L0771
Humphrey’s Bear ......................L1186

Ira Sleeps Over .........................L0696
The Last Puppy .........................L0736
The Legend of the Bluebonnet ..L2929
Leo the Late Bloomer ................L0690
The Little Island ........................L0715
Lyle, Lyle Crocodile ...................L1536
Madeline ...................................L0505
Madeline’s Rescue ....................L0662
Make Way For Ducklings ..........L0380
May I Bring a Friend? ...............L0382
Mike Mulligan and 
  His Steam Shovel ...............L0774
Millions of Cats .........................L0691 
Miss Nelson is Missing .............L0707
Miss Rumphius .........................L0932

Ox-Cart Man ..............................L0646
Pinkerton, Behave! ....................L2130
Roxaboxen ................................L1187
The Snowy Day .........................L0658
Stevie ........................................L1360
Stone Soup (Brown) .................L0412
The Story of Ferdinand .............L0414
Strega Nona ..............................L1647
Sylvester/Magic Pebble .............L0653
Timothy Goes to School ...........L1225
Umbrella ...................................L1368
Where the Wild Things Are .......L0422
Whistle For Willie ......................L0801
Why Mosquitoes Buzz in  
 People’s Ears .......................L0423

GRADE 1
Arthur’s Camp-Out   ....................S2543
A Bargain for Frances .................S0321
Biscuit .........................................S0290 
Buzby ..........................................S0157 
The Case of/Hungry Stranger ......S1211 
Danny and the Dinosaur .............S0347
Forest ..........................................S0272 
Frog and Toad All Year ...............S3409
Frog and Toad Are Friends ..........S0363 
Frog and Toad Together ..............S0364 
George and Martha .....................S1451
The Grandma Mix-up ..................S1826 
Grandmas at Bat .........................S2716
Grandmas at the Lake .................S1830
The Great Snake Escape .............S0943
Here Comes the Strikeout ...........S1704 
Kick, Pass, and Run ....................S2730
The Lighthouse Children .............S2731
Little Bear ....................................S0162 
Little Bear’s Friend ......................S1389 
Little Bear’s Visit .........................S0504
Little Runner of the Longhouse ..S1318
Mouse Tales ................................S0121
Mrs. Brice’s Mice ........................S2073
Newt ............................................S2930
Oliver ..........................................S3760
Sammy the Seal ..........................S3284
The Smallest Cow in the World...S0101 
Tales of Oliver Pig  ......................S2544 
Uncle Foster’s Hat Tree ...............S3115
Wagon Wheels ............................S1321
GRADE 2
Anna, Grandpa and /Big Storm ....S2545
Annie and the Old One ................S0758 
Balto: The Bravest Dog Ever .......S3744
A Bear for Miguel ........................S2931
The Beast/Ms. Rooney’s Room ...S0475
The Big Balloon Race ..................S1322 
Blackberries in the Dark ..............S0148 
The Boston Coffee Party .............S1302
The Boy with the Helium Head ....S3384
Buffalo Bill and/Pony Express .....S2732
Busybody Nora ...........................S0018 
Cam Jansen /Dinosaur Bones .....S0130 
Cam Jansen /Gold Coins .............S0462 
Chang’s Paper Pony ....................S2358 
Daniel’s Duck ..............................S1312
Dinosaurs Before Dark  
      (Magic Tree House) ..............S1754
Dolphins at Daybreak  
      (Magic Tree House) ..............S3067
The Drinking Gourd ....................S1323 
Emma’s Magic Winter .................S0681
Flat Stanley .................................S2733
Freckle Juice ...............................S0361 
Henry and Mudge .......................S0408 
Hill of Fire ...................................S1324
Hour of the Olympics ..................S3348 
In the Dinosaur’s Paw (Polk Street) .S0256
The Jamie and Angus Stories .....S3794 
The Josefina Story Quilt ..............S1317

Juan Bobo ...................................S2546
Julian’s Glorious Summer ..........S0549
Junie B., First Grader (at last!) ...S3612
Junie B. Jones and the Stupid  
 Smelly Bus .............................S1753
Keep the Lights Burning, Abbie ..S3260 
Kidnapped at Birth? 
    (Marvin Redpost) ...................S3313
The Knight at Dawn 
    (Magic Tree House) ................S1943
Little Soup’s Hayride ...................S1402
Molly’s Pilgrim ............................S1375
Monster/3rd Dresser Drawer ......S0558
Mummies in the Morning ...........S2560 
 (Magic Tree House)
Nate the Great .............................S0602
Nate the Great /Missing Key .......S0267 
Nate the Great /Musical Note ......S1403 
Next Spring an Oriole ..................S1060 
The One in the Middle is a  
 Green Kangaroo......................S0994 
The Outside Dog .........................S2547 
Rip-Roaring Russell ....................S0920 
Russell Sprouts ..........................S0921
Sam the Minuteman ....................S1308 
Seven Kisses in a Row ................S0528 
Snowshoe Thompson .................S2273
Song Lee in Room 4B .................S1839
The Stories Huey Tells ................S3116
The Stories Julian Tells ...............S0765 
Thunder at Gettysburg ................S0420 
Tornado ......................................S2734
Tye May and the Magic Brush ....S0158
Who Cloned the President? 
    (Capitol Mysteries) .................S3568
GRADE 3

26 Fairmount Avenue ..................S3613
Adventures/Ali Baba Bernstein ....S0918
Aldo Applesauce .........................S0917
Amber Brown Goes Fourth .........S1009
Amber Brown is Not a Crayon ....S2729
Be a Perfect Person /Three Days .S0515
Ben and Me .................................S1061
The Boxcar Children ....................S0378
The Chalk Box Kid .......................S0988
The Chocolate Touch ..................S0532
Class Clown ................................S0919
Cool Zone/ Pain and Great One ...S3809
The Courage of Sarah Noble .......S0833
Donovan’s Word Jar ...................S3117
Ellen Tebbits ...............................S0146 
Felita ...........................................S1062
Front Porch Stories .....................S2548
A Gift for Mama ..........................S0539
Go Fish ........................................S3306
A Grain of Rice ............................S2361
Helen Keller .................................S0040
Herbie Jones ...............................S2735
How to Eat Fried Worms .............S0374
The Hundred Dresses .................S0991
The Hundred Penny Box .............S0760
The Indian School .......................S2932

J.T. ..............................................S0052
Jake Drake, Bully Buster .............S1139 
Judy Moody Saves/World ...........S0309
Justin and the Best Biscuits  
     in the World...........................S3138
The Littles ...................................S0553
Maurice’s Room ..........................S1063 
Mishmash ...................................S3745
The Most Beautiful Place/World ..S0299
The Mouse and the Motorcycle ..S0181
A Mouse Called Wolf ..................S0135
Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle .....................S0298
Muggie Maggie ...........................S0127
My Father’s Dragon ....................S0202
My Name is Maria Isabel ............S2140
The Night Crossing .....................S3118
O’Diddy .......................................S1064
Ralph S. Mouse ..........................S2616
Ramona Forever ..........................S0186
Ramona Quimby, Age 8 ..............S1158
Ramona the Brave ......................S0565
Ramona’s World .........................S0886
The Secret Soldier ......................S0279
The Shoeshine Girl ......................S0993
Shortstop From Tokyo ................S0938
Sidewalk Story ............................S2549
Silver ...........................................S1075
The Skirt .....................................S0140
Surprise Island  
 (Boxcar Children) ...................S2000
A Taste of Blackberries ...............S0201
There’s an Owl in the Shower .....S3144
The Trouble with Tuck ................S1404
The Year of the Panda ................S2171
GRADE 4
All-of-a-Kind Family ....................S0005
Almost Starring Skinnybones .....S2161
Anastasia Krupnik .......................S0985
Arthur, for the Very First Time ....S0522
Baby ............................................S2680
The Ballad of Lucy Whipple ........S0250
Because of Winn-Dixie ................S0959
Best Christmas Pageant Ever ......S2624
The BFG ......................................S1393
The Big Wave ..............................S0123
Bunnicula ....................................S1065
By the Great Horn Spoon ............S2550
Caleb’s Story ...............................S1761
Charlie and the  
 Chocolate Factory ...................S0132
Charlotte’s Web ..........................S0023
Chocolate Fever ..........................S2337
The Cricket in Times Square .......S0229
Dear Mr. Henshaw ......................S0141
Encyclopedia Brown:  
      Boy Detective .......................S0449
The Enormous Egg .....................S0147
The Family Under the Bridge ......S1081
Fantastic Mr. Fox ........................S0033
Finding Buck McHenry ................S2642
The Friendship ............................S1613
Frindle .........................................S3119

Fudge-A-Mania ............................S1477
The Gold Cadillac ........................S1672
The Great Brain ...........................S0037
Henry Huggins ............................S0160
House with/Clock in its Walls .....S1405
Iggie’s House ..............................S0163
The Indian in the Cupboard ........S0992
James and the Giant Peach ........S0170
The Janitor’s Boy ........................S3761
Jennifer, Hecate, Macbeth, William 
     McKinley, & Me, Elizabeth .....S0258
Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key ....S0908
Journey to Jo’burg ......................S1066
The Kid in the Red Jacket ...........S2227
The Landry News ........................S1021
The Lion, the Witch and the  
 Wardrobe................................S0060
A Lion to Guard Us .....................S0835
Little House in the Big Woods ....S0467
Little House on the Prairie ..........S0263
A Long Way From Chicago .........S2379
Loser ...........................................S3642
Lunch Money ..............................S3801
Maggie Marmelstein for President .....S006
The Midnight Fox ........................S0155
The Miraculous Journey of  
    Edward Tulane ........................S3799 
Mississippi Bridge ......................S2736
Misty of Chincoteague ................S0068
Mr. Popper’s Penguins ...............S0560 
My Brother Stevie .......................S0122
Nightjohn ....................................S2675
Nory Ryan’s Song .......................S3643
Our Only May Amelia ..................S2720
The Penderwicks .........................S3795 
Pippi Longstocking .....................S0563
Poppy ..........................................S2603
Robin Hood/Sherwood Forest .....S1233
Sadako/Thousand Paper Cranes .S0091
Sarah, Plain and Tall ...................S0401
Search for Delicious ....................S0277
Shiloh ..........................................S1372
Shiloh Season .............................S3120
Skinnybones ...............................S0939
Skylark  .......................................S2551
Socks ..........................................S0100
Soup ...........................................S0406
Stone Fox ....................................S0569
Strider .........................................S2453
Stuart Little .................................S2737
Superfudge .................................S0416
The Tale of Despereaux ..............S3640
Tales/Fourth-Grade Nothing ........S1067
There’s a Boy in the  
 Girl’s Bathroom ......................S3614
The Tiger Rising ..........................S3764 
Trouble River ..............................S0205
Trumpet of the Swan ..................S0755
The Velveteen Rabbit ..................S0288
The Witch of Fourth Street ..........S0117
Yang the Youngest/ Terrible Ear ....S0242
A Year Down Yonder ..................S3615



GRADE 5
Adam of the Road .......................S1248
Al Capone Does My Shirts ..........S3762
Among the Hidden ......................S1127
Among the Imposters .................S3661 
Amos Fortune, Free Man .............S2501
Babe the Gallant Pig ....................S2206
The Bad Beginning ......................S3522
Baseball Fever .............................S0365
Bloomability ................................S0979 
The Borrowers ............................S0519
Boy in the Striped Pajamas .........S3802
Bridge to Terabithia ....................S0017
Bud, Not Buddy ...........................S3309
Burning Questions/Bingo Brown .S1406
The Cabin Faced West ................S0986
Caddie Woodlawn .......................S0019
Call It Courage ..............................S18A
Castle in the Attic ........................S1249
The Cat Ate My Gymsuit .............S0020
The Cay .......................................S0022
Crash ..........................................S3001 
Crispin: The Cross of Lead .........S3619
Daniel’s Story ..............................S2514
Danny/Champion of the World ....S0139
Daphne’s Book ............................S0962
Dectectives in Togas ...................S1242
Dragonwings ...............................S0234 
Elijah of Buxton ...........................S3807
Ella Enchanted ............................S3121
Esperanza Rising ........................S3616
Fast Sam, Cool Clyde, and Stuff .S1089
Fever 1793 ..................................S3746
The Fighting Ground ...................S0355
Forty Acres and Maybe a Mule ...S3492
Freaky Friday ...............................S0034
Freedom Crossing .......................S1162
From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs.  
     Basil E.Frankweiler ................S0243
A Gathering of Days ....................S0629
George Washington’s Socks .......S3618
The Girl Who Owned a City .........S0036
Good Masters! Sweet Ladies! .....S3800 
The Great Gilly Hopkins ..............S0039
The Gypsy Game .........................S0860
Harriet the Spy ............................S0276
Harry Potter/Chamber of  Secrets .S2696
Harry Potter/Sorcerer’s Stone .....S0346
The Higher Power of Lucky ........S3763 
Homeless Bird ............................S1013 
Ida Early Comes Over/Mountain .S1082
In the Year of the Boar and 
 Jackie Robinson ......................S0434
The Incredible Journey ...............S0048
Island of the Blue Dolphins .........S0050
Jacob Two-Two/Hooded Fang  ...S0752 
A Jar of Dreams ..........................S1625
Jip:His Story ...............................S3156
Journey to America .....................S1103
Julie ............................................S1513
Julie of the Wolves .....................S0053
The Land I Lost ...........................S0261
Letters from Rifka .......................S2066
Lily’s Crossing ............................S0508
Lizzie Bright/Buckminster Boy ....S3758 
The Maldonado Miracle  .............S1350
Marley, a Dog Like No Other .......S3810
Matilda ........................................S0375
Missing ‘Gator/Gumbo Limbo .....S2303 
Missing May ...............................S0327
My Louisiana Sky ........................S1007
My Side of the Mountain ............S0070
Olive’s Ocean ..............................S3556 
On My Honor ..............................S0997
The Perilous Road ......................S1160
The Phantom Tollbooth ..............S0184
Philip Hall likes me  ....................S1408
Pictures of Hollis Woods ............S3747
The Pinballs ................................S0084
Queenie Peavy ............................S1474

Return of the Indian ....................S2204
Rules ...........................................S3811 
Seedfolks ....................................S3310
Shades of Gray ...........................S0339
Sign of the Beaver ......................S0125
Sing Down the Moon ..................S0193
Slake’s Limbo .............................S0098
Summer of the Monkeys ............S1123
Summer of the Swans ................S0103
Surviving the Applewhites ..........S3748
The Talking Earth ........................S0626
The Thief Lord ............................S3645
Three Cups of Tea .......................S3806 
Timothy of the Cay ......................S2473
Toliver’s Secret ...........................S0837
Touching Spirit Bear ....................S3646
True Confessions/Charlotte Doyle S0428
Tuck Everlasting ..........................S0107
The Twenty-one Balloons ............S0573
The Upstairs Room .....................S2532
The Wanderer .............................S1578
War Comes to Willy Freeman .....S1899
The War with Grandpa ................S0574
Weasel ........................................S0524
Welcome Home, Jellybean ..........S0112
When Zachary Beaver Came  
 to Town ...................................S2218
The Whipping Boy ......................S0576
Who Really Killed Cock Robin? ..S0934
The Wish-Giver ...........................S0579
GRADE 6
Abel’s Island ...............................S2933 
The Acorn People ........................S0001
Alice in Wonderland  ...................S0218
Anne of Green Gables .................S0521
Artemis Fowl ...............................S3617
Becoming Naomi León ................S3093  
Belle Prater’s Boy ........................S3122
The Black Pearl ...........................S0013
Blue Willow .................................S1499
Brian’s Winter .............................S1411
The Bronze Bow ..........................S2339
Catherine, Called Birdy  ...............S2552
Chasing Redbird .........................S3123
Chasing Vermeer ........................S3750
City of Ember ..............................S3759 
The Crossing  ..............................S1348
The Devil’s Arithmetic .................S1407
Dogsong .....................................S0923
The Door in the Wall ...................S0233
Down a Dark Hall ........................S0144
The Egypt Game ..........................S1399 
The Endless Steppe ....................S1271
A Family Apart ............................S0841
Flush ...........................................S3797 
Follow My Leader ........................S0989
Freak the Mighty .........................S0419
Gathering Blue ............................S3749
Gentlehands ................................S0395
The Graveyard Book ....................S3803 
The Giver ....................................S0436
The Goats ....................................S0562
The Golden Goblet ......................S2148
Good Masters! Sweet Ladies! .....S3800
Hatchet ........................................S0990
The High King .............................S0371
Holes ...........................................S0838
Homer Price ................................S0692
Homesick ....................................S0253
Hoot ............................................S2365
The House of Dies Drear .............S1855
Interstellar Pig ............................S0545
Island on Bird Street ...................S2515
Jacob Have I Loved  ...................S0169
Jason’s Gold ...............................S3437
Journey Home  ...........................S1626
Kira, Kira .....................................S2712
Lyddie .........................................S0718
Maniac Magee .............................S1409
The Master Puppeteer .................S0175

M.C. Higgins, the Great ...............S0630
The Midwife’s Apprentice ............S2738
Mrs. Frisby and the  
 Rats of NIMH ..........................S0071
Mysterious Benedict Society .......S3812
Nothing But the Truth .................S0415
Number the Stars ........................S1069
Old Yeller ....................................S0077
One-Eyed Cat ..............................S1070
Out of the Dust ...........................S3124
Park’s Quest ................................S1071
Parrot in the Oven .......................S3158
The Planet of Jr. Brown ..............S1094 
The Pushcart War .......................S0086
Rascal .........................................S0088
Red Scarf Girl .............................S3275
The River ....................................S2467
Sarah Bishop ..............................S0191
The Secret Garden ......................S0278
Shadow of a Bull .........................S0634 
A Single Shard ............................S1043
The Slave Dancer ........................S0631
Small Steps .................................S3805 
Snow Treasure ............................S1072
So Far From the Bamboo Grove .S0404
Soldier’s Heart ............................S1161 
The View from Saturday .............S2934
Walk Two Moons ........................S2553
The Watsons Go to Birmingham .S2935
The Westing Game ......................S0113
When My Name Was Keoko .......S3796
When You Reach Me ..................S3813
The White Mountains ..................S0210
The Wind in the Willows .............S0291
The Witch of Blackbird Pond ......S0116
Words By Heart ..........................S0963
Wringer .......................................S0762 
Year of Impossible Goodbyes .....S2170 
Zlata’s Diary ................................S0424
GRADEs 7-8
Across Five Aprils .......................S0984
The Absolutely True Diary of a  
    Part-Time Indian  ....................S3808
Adventures of Tom Sawyer .........S0003
Animal Farm ................................S0007
Anne Frank: Diary of a  
 Young Girl ...............................S0008
April Morning ..............................S0009
Bless the Beasts and Children ....S0014 
A Boat to Nowhere ......................S0015 
The Call of the Wild ....................S0987
Cheaper By the Dozen .................S0024
Children of the River ...................S1624
Chinese Cinderella ......................S3756 
The Chocolate War ......................S0226
A Christmas Carol .......................S3125
Come Sing, Jimmy Jo .................S0343
The Contender ............................S0510
Criss Cross .................................S3399 
The Dark is Rising ......................S0348
A Day No Pigs Would Die ...........S0230
Deathwatch .................................S0030 
Dicey’s Song ...............................S0231 
El Bronx Remembered ................S2190
Farewell to Manzanar ..................S0150
Forged BY Fire ............................S2868
The Golden Compass ..................S3169 
The Hobbit ..................................S0042
Homecoming ..............................S0668
Hoops .........................................S0372 
The House on Mango Street .......S2188
I Am the Cheese ..........................S0046
I Heard the Owl Call My Name ....S0047
Johnny Tremain ..........................S0051
Killing Mr. Griffin ........................S0507
A Lantern in Her Hand ................S0055
Let the Circle Be Unbroken .........S1342
The Light in the Forest ................S0058
The Little Prince ..........................S0063
The Lottery Rose ........................S0066

Milkweed .....................................S3757 
The Miracle Worker ....................S0891
Monster ......................................S1617 
My Brother Sam is Dead .............S0069
No Promises in the Wind ............S0387
The Old Man and the Sea ............S0076
Our Town ....................................S0893
The Outsiders ..............................S0080
The Pearl .....................................S0081
The Pigman .................................S0083
The Red Pony .............................S0089
Redwall .......................................S2851
Rifles for Watie ...........................S0637
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry .....S0124
Romeo and Juliet ........................S0190
Rumble Fish ................................S0090
Scorpions ....................................S1618
Shabanu ......................................S1280
Sounder ......................................S0198
Stargirl ........................................S3602
Streams to/River, River to//Sea ..S0675
Summer of My German Soldier ..S0102
Tangerine ....................................S3311
Tears of a Tiger ...........................S3766 
That Was Then, This is Now .......S0966
Treasure Island ...........................S0287
Watership Down .........................S0111
When the Legends Die ................S0209
Where the Lilies Bloom ...............S0995
Where the Red Fern Grows .........S0114
A Wrinkle in Time .......................S0119
The Yearling ................................S0120
Z for Zachariah ............................S0582
GRADEs 9-12
1984............................................S0074
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn ..S0002
All Quiet on the Western Front ....S0006
Angela’s Ashes ............................S3312 
The Astonishing Life of 
     Octavian Nothing ...................S3804 
The Bean Trees ...........................S3270 
Beloved .......................................S3126
Black Boy ....................................S0012
The Book Thief ............................S3798 
Catcher in the Rye ......................S0021
The Crucible ................................S0894
Death of a Salesman ...................S0029
Ender’s Game ..............................S3814 
Fahrenheit 451 ............................S0032
Flowers for Algernon ..................S0151
Great Expectations ......................S0295
The Great Gatsby ........................S0038
Hamlet ........................................S0929
The Hunger Games .....................S3815
I Know Why the  
 Caged Bird Sings ....................S3256
The Joy Luck Club ......................S3127
Julius Caesar ..............................S0502
The Lilies of the Field ..................S1073
Lord of the Flies ..........................S0065
Macbeth ......................................S2682
A Midsummer Night’s Dream .....S2684
Murder on the Orient Express .....S0072
My Ántonia ..................................S2554 
Night ...........................................S0073
Of Mice and Men ........................S0075
One Flew Over/Cuckoo’s Nest .....S0183
Ordinary People ..........................S0078
Picture of Dorian Gray ................S0082
Raisin in the Sun ........................S0087
The Red Badge of Courage .........S0996 
The Scarlet Letter ........................S0093
A Separate Peace ........................S0096
Shane ..........................................S0097
Things Fall Apart .........................S0759
To Kill a Mockingbird ..................S0106
Twelfth Night ..............................S2687
Up a Road Slowly .......................S0632
The War Between the Classes .....S1074
The Wave ....................................S0300
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